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Abstract

A fuIl wave analysis is used to investigate the characteristics of stacked antennas. The ex
amined stacked antennas consist of two radiating rectangular patehes embedded in a two
layer substrate. The excitation of this configuration is realized by using a coaxial probe,
which is attached to the lower patch.

The first step is to calculate the exact Green's functions in a two layer structure. The
Green's functions describe the eleetromagnetic fields in the two layer substrate, when the
excitation consists of an e1eetrical dipole. With the use of these Green's funetions, the
unknown surface currents on the two patehes can be calculated. The original integral
equations are converted to a matrix equation with the use of aspectral domain moment
method. The unknown patch currents are expanded in entire domain basis functions.
Solving the matrix equations yields the unknown coefficients of the basis functions. Many
efforts are made to solve the matrix equation efficiently. An extraction technique is used to
accelerate the evaluation of the appearing two dimensional integrals. The symmetry of the
matrices is investigated in order to reduce the computation time. The calculated surface
currents are used to determine the input impedances, the voltage standing wave ratios, the
bandwidths and the mutual coupling of stacked antennas. In addition, the surface currents
are used to calculate the far field components of stacked antennas.

Many different geometries of stacked antennas are analyzed with the spectral domain
method. It became clear that the available bandwidth of a stacked antenna is highly
sensitive to the chosen set of parameters. Two important parameters are the distance be
tween the two patches and the proportion between the dimensions of the two patches. By
choosing these parameters weIl, it became possible to achieve a theoretical bandwidth of
19.5 %. A displacement of the upper patch with respect to the position of the lower patch
can be used to increase the bandwidth to 20.8 %. Single patch antennas with comparable
thicknesses have bandwidths of 2-5 % [1].

Stacked antennas are often used in an array environment. The coupling between antennas
can lead to scan blindness and a decrease of available bandwidth. Therefore the coupling
between stacked antennas is analyzed in this report. The coupling between stacked anten
nas turned out to be higher than the coupling between single patch antennas, especiaIly
when the distance between the antennas is smaIl with respect to the wavelength. The
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differences in coupling between stacked and single patch antennas appeared to be smaller
than 4 dB, when the distance between the centers of the antennas is larger than 1.5 times
the wavelength in free space. At last the radiation patterns of stacked antennas are com
pared to the patterns of single patch antennas. The cross polarization levels of stacked
antennas appeared to be higher with respect to the cross polarization levels of single patch
antennas.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Research on the properties of antennas has begun many years ago. However, the develop
ment of small antennas, which can easily be integrated in aplanar strueture, is one of the
most innovative areas of the present antenna work [1]. Microstrip antennas are an example
of such a small antenna.
The basic configuration of a microstrip antenna consists of a ground plane, substrate
material and a metallic patch. A coaxial probe is attached to the patch. This configuration
is shown in figure 1.1:

substrate patch

/
patch

width o

souree

probe

side view

ground plane length

top view

Figure 1.1: Geometry of a single patch antenna

The main advantages of the microstrip antenna are the small dimensions of the antenna,
the possibility of integration with microwave components and the low costs. The microstrip
antenna can easily be integrated in an array strueture. A great disadvantage is the band
width of the antenna (2 - 5 %). Some other disadvantages are the relative high cross
polarization level, tolerance influences and low power capacity.
Many changes in the geometry of the antenna are made in order to increase the bandwidth.
It has been shown that increasing the thickness of the substrate layer causes an increase of
the available bandwidth. The disadvantage of this method is the enhancement of surface
waves and feed radiation. Various other geometries are proposed in order to increase the
bandwidth. Parasitic elements are used to add a second resonance frequency.
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6

Examples of these geometries are the gap coupled patches, aperture coupled antennas and
stacked antennas. In this paper the stacked geometry is examined. The geometry of a
stacked antenna is shown in figure 1.2:

probe ground plane

layer 2 width

layer 1

width
soureeo

length

lower patch (top view)

length

upper patch (top vie....

Figure 1.2: Geometry of a stacked antenna

The two eiectromagnetically coupled patches produce a double tuned resonance. Band
widths of 10 - 20 % [1] are reported using this configuration.
The present theories on microstrip antennas can be categorized as:
1. Reduced analysisj the analysis combines simplicity and less computation time at the
expense of accuracy.
2. Full wave analysisj this analysis is rigorous. The needed computation time is large but
the results are accurate.
In this paper a full wave model is used to describe the properties of stacked antennas. In
addition, a two-Iayer substrate is examined. The advantage of using a stacked configura
tion is the increase in bandwidth. Microstrip antennas are often integrated in an array
structure. Therefore the coupling between two stacked antennas and the radiation patterns
of stacked antennas are also calculated in this report. Furthermore the influence of shifting
the upper parasitic patch is calculated.

The structure of this report is as follows: in chapter two the exact Green's functions of a
two-Iayer substrate are derived in the spectral domain. In chapter three a moment method
is presented in order to convert the original integral equations into a matrix equation. The
unknown surface currents on the two patches are expanded into a set of basisfunctions.
The matrix equation is used to calculate the unknown currents coefficients. In chapter
four the moment method formulation is used to describe thé coupling between antennas.
Scattering parameters are derived in order to describe the coupling. Finally the far field
radiation pattern is calculated by using the surface currents on the patches. In chapter
five the results for various configurations are presented. First calculations are compared to
results described in literature. Then the design of an optimal (wide band) stacked antenna
is presented. The influence of moving the upper patch for three different antennas is calcu
lated. Lastly the coupling between the three different antennas and the radiation pattern



Chapter 2

Analysis of the Green's functions of
a two-Iayer substrate

2.1 Introduction

The microstrip antenna analyzed in this report is a dual stacked antenna (two rectangular
patches) with two different dielectric layers. A great advantage of the stacked antenna is
the available bandwidth as compared with the conventional single patch antenna [2]. The
currents on the two patches are the cause of an electromagnetic field inside and outside the
microstrip antenna. The patches are embedded in two different substrate layers. Green's
functions can be used, when solving electromagnetic problems. These Green's functions of
a two-Iayer structure will be described in this chapter. In the past, microstrip antennas
were analyzed using simple mode1s, such as the cavity model and the transmission line
model. These approaches simplify the problem in such a way that there is a limited
capacity in handling mutual coupling between antennas, surface wave effects and different
substrate configurations. Therefore a rigorous spectral domain fuU wave analysis is used
in this chapter to calculate the exact Green 's functions. The results of this analysis will
be used in the next chapters to ca1culate the performance of a stacked antenna. The
electromagnetic fields due to a stacked antenna are a superposition of the fields due to two
single patch antennas.

The contents of this chapter is as foUows:

• The electromagnetic fields will be calculated using vector potentials. The combi
nation of Green's functions and the surface current densities makes it possible to
calculate the e1ectric vector potential Ae in the space domain.

• Because it is easy to obtain a solution in the spectral domain, the Green's functions
will be transformed into this domain. The combination of spectral Q-functions (which
depend on the Green's functions) and the spectral current densities gives the solution
of the spectral electromagnetie fields [3].

9
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2.2 Model Description

The rectangular patch of the microstrip antenna can be located in the lower layer (region
1) or in the upper layer (region 2). The structure of these two possible antennas is shown
in figure 2.1.

Configuration A Configuration 8

z

[ID
h2

[ID

d2 d2
hl

d1 z' dl

x 0
probe ground plane probe ground plane

Figure 2.1: Two reetangular microstrip antennas

There are three regions:

• Region 1: This layer has a permittivity (1. The height to the ground plane is hl and
the thickness dl of this layer is equal to hl'

• Region 2: Layer two has a permittivity (2. The height to the ground plane is equal
to h2 • The thickness d2 of layer 2 is h2 - hl,

The patch is located in one of these two regions at z = z' . The microstrip antenna
is fed either by a microstrip feedline or by a coaxial probe. The excitation point of
the antenna is denoted by (x., y.).

• Region 3: This region is the free space area.

The two layers extend to infinity in the x- and y- direetion and are made of isotropic,
homogeneous and lossy material. The permittivity of the two layers is complex:

(2.1)

where tan Ói is the loss tangent of the two layers. The different layers are denoted by the
symbol i. The permeability of the two layers is equal to:

Ili = Ilo (2.2)
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2.3 Green's functions
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Physical phenomena involving eleetric sources are often analyzed using Green's funetions
[4], [5]. The relevant differential equations are replaced by linear integral equations using
these funetions. Green's funetions are vector potentials which result from a unit eleetric
source. In the case of a microstrip antenna, the eleetric current is located at the patch of
the antenna (z=z'). The finite current source on the patch can be found by dividing the
source into an infinite number of horizontal1y direeted eleetric dipoles. Then the e1eetric
vector potential is obtained by integration of the e1eetric dipoles , weighted by the Green's
functions.
Hence:

Jei(fj = f 1;9i(r, ;').j(;')ds (2.3)

where j(;') is the surface current density on the patch. ris the point of observation and
;, is a point on the source. The subscript i denotes the region in which the vector potential
will be evaluated.
The dyadic Green's funetion can be written in the fol1owing form:

g~x g~y 9~z

Qi= g~x g~y g~z (2.4)

g~x g~y g~z

where i denotes the number of the region (i=1,2). g~y is the x- component of the Green's
function in region i excited by a y- direeted dipole located on the patch (z = z').

2.4 Maxwell's equations

In this section a e;wt dependence is assumed (steady state solution). The Maxwel1's equa
tions in the space domain are of the fol1owing form:

~ ~

V' X &i -jwpo1ii

V' X 'Ri
~ ~

- jWfi&i + :Ti

V'.ili
(2.5)

- 0
~

I!iV'.&i - li

where W is the radial frequency, li is the permittivity in region i , Po the permeability, and
Pi the charge density. .i is the current density in region i. The electromagnetic fields can
be written in terms of the electric vector potential .Äei and e1ectric scalar potential c)ei.

~ 1 ~
1ii - po V' x A ei

~ ~

&i - -jwAei - V'c)ei
(2.6)
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The scalar potential ~ei can be related to the divergence of the vector potential Aei using
the Lorentz gauge [6]:

Substituting the Lorentz gauge in equation 2.6 yields:

... 1 ...
1{i - J1.o V x Aei

~ - k~~ [k:iAei +V(V.Aei)]
(I

(2.7)

(2.8)

where kd =Wv'(iJ1.0 is the wavenumber in region i. Equation 2.8 is evaluated in rectangular
components:

8l1 Aeiz - 8zAeill

'Ri Jo 8zA eix - 8xA eiz

8xAeill - 8l1 Aeix

-JW Aeill 8118xAeix + 8~Aeill + 811 8zA eiz

8z8xAeix + 8z8l1Aeill +8;Aeiz

(2.9)

The electromagnetic fields are now expressed in terms of the electric vector potential.

2.5 Helmholtz equations

The next analysis is based on configuration A (patch in region 2). The source currents are
located in region 2. Analysis based on configuration B (source currents in region 1) can be
derived in an analogous manner. Substitution of 2.8 in 2.5 results in the inhomogeneous
Helmholtz equation. The Helmholtz equations in the three various regions read:

2 ...
+

2 ...
k;l = (1J1.0W2V A e1 k(l A e1 = 0

2 ...
+

2 ... ...
k:2 = (2J1.0W2 (2.10)V A e2 k(2 A e2 = - J1.0J2

'\72.Äe3 +
2 ...

k~ = ioJ1.oW2koAe3 = 0

First it will be assumed that the current source is an x- directed dipole. The calculation
of the Green's functions due to a y- directed dipole can be done in a similar way. Then
the electric vector potential has two components Ax(T)ëx and Az(T)ëz in order to satisfy
the boundary conditions [3]. The combination of equation 2.10 with equation 2.3 yields:
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Region 1:

V2g~x + k;l g~x - 0

V 2g:x + k;l g:x - 0

Region 2:

V2g;x + k;2 g;x - -J1.oS(x - x')S(y - y')S(z - z')

V2g;x + k;2 g;x - 0

Region 3:

V2g;x + kö9;x 0

V2g~x + kög~x - 0

13

(2.11 )

(2.12)

(2.13)

The combination of the previous equations and the boundary conditions gives the solution
for the Green's functions [7]. An easy rnethod for the solutions of these equations can be
obtained by using the Fourier transforrn. A two-dirnensional Fourier transforrn will be used
because the layers extend to infinity in the x- and y- directions. The Fourier transforrn is
defined as:

F(kx, ky ) = f f :F(x, y)eikzxeikllYdxdy (2.14)

The inverse Fourier transforrn is given by:

(2.15)

Equations 2.11,2.12 and 2.13 are transforrned frorn the space dornain to the spectral dornain
using Fourier transforrns.
Region 1:

a;G~x + kiG~x - 0

a;G~x + kiG~x = 0

Region 2:

8;G;x + kiG;x -J1.oS(z - z')eikzx'ejkIlY'

8;G~x + kiG~x - 0

Region 3:

a;G~x + k~G~x - 0

8;G~x + k~G~x - 0

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)
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where

p - p-p-p (Im(kt} < 0)I el ~ Y

P - p-p-p (Im(k2) < 0)2 e2 ~ 11

P k2
- P - P (Im(k3 ) < 0)3 o ~ y

Green 's funetions of a two-layer substrate

(2.19)

The general solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholz equations in the different regions is
a linear combination of elementary functions:

G~~ = Cx} cos kl Z + C~2 sin kl Z

G~~ = CzI cos kl Z + Cz2 sin kl Z

[

C~3 cos k2 z +Cx 4 sin k2 z
G2 =xx

C~5 cos k2 z + Cx6 sin k2 z

G;~ = Cz3 cos k2 z + Cz4 sin k2 z

G3 - C e-jk3z
x~ - ~7

G3 - C e-jk3z
z~ - z5

2.6 Boundary Conditions

o:5 Z :5 hl

o:5 Z :5 hl

(2.20)

At the interface of two different media, the electromagnetic field satisfies a set of eq1tations
called boundary conditions. These boundary conditions can be active or passive. The
passive boundary condition at z = 0 is:

The boundary conditions at z = hl are given by:

ez x El - ez x E2

ez x Hl - ez x H2

The passive boundary conditions at z = h2 are:

ez x E2 - ez x E3

ez x H2 - ez x H3

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)
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The active boundary conditions are [3]:

15

(2.24)

l~ [ë%.jj21;;~~] = 0

The current source is now an x-directed dipole. The ealculation of the boundary conditions
due to a y-direeted dipole ean be done in a similar way. Using equation 2.9, the boundary
conditions in terms of the spectral dyadie Green's funetions beeome:
boundary conditions at z = 0:

G~x - P- [k~G~x +jkxa%G~x]
ft

-jkxG~x+a%G~x

o

o
(2.25)

where the derative with respect to x ( ax ) is replaeed by -jkx by using the Fourier
transformation.
boundary conditions at z = hl :

G~x - P- [k~G~x +j kxa%G~x] ~x - P- [k~G~x +jkxa%G~x]
ft f2

P- [kxG~x +ja%G~x] - P- [kxG~x +ja%G~x]
ft f2 (2.26)

G~x - G~x

azG~x +jkxG~x - azG~x +jkxG~x

boundary conditions at z = h2 :

G~x - P- [k~G~x +jkxazG~x] - G~x - -b [k~G~x +jkxazG~x]
f2 0

P- [kxG~x +jazG~x] - -b [kxG~x +jazG~x]
f2 0 (2.27)

G~x G~x

azG~x +j kxG~x - azG~x +j kxG~x

boundary conditions at z = z' :

(2.28)

The boundary conditions for a y-direeted dipole are of a similar form as eompared to the
previous eonditions, therefore they will not be given.
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2.7 Spectral Green's functions

Substituting the general solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholz equations into the spec
tral boundary conditions results in the solution of the spectral Green's functions. The
boundary conditions exist of twelve equations with twelve unknowns. These unknowns
are solved by substitution and elimination. An alternative method is given in [8]. The
dyadic Green's functions in region 3 are not given, because they will not be used. The
spectral Green's functions, caused byan x-directed and y-directed dipole located in region
2, yielding in region 1 and 2 have the fol1owing form:
Region 1:

G~x - JlOGI eiksx'eik,,!/

G~x = - JlokxG3eiksx' eik"y'

G~y - JloGI eiksx'eik"y'

G~y
Ok ' ok '- - JlokyG3eJ sX eJ "y

G~y - 0

G~x - 0

Region 2:

G~x - JloGzeikzx' eik"y'

G~x - - JlokxG4eikzx'eik"y'

G~y - JloGzeikzx' eik"y'

G~y - -JlOkyG4eikzx'eik"y'

G~y - 0

G~x - 0

(2.29)

(2.30)

with:

(2.31 )

(2.32)

(2.33)
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G - Nes(z')cos(k2z) + Ne6(z')sin(k2z) h
l

:5 z:5 h2
4 - TeTm l el'm

where the fol1owing abbreviations are used for Te and Tm:

Te = jk2k3sin(kldd cos(k2d2) + k l k2cos(kldd cos(k2d2)

-k~ sin(kldd sin(k2d2) + jk l k3cos(kldd sin(k2d2)

Tm = k2k3flf2 cos(k2d2) cos(kldd + jk~fl cos(kldd sin(k2d2)

-klk3f~ sin(kldd sin(k2d2) + jklk2f2 sin(kldt} cos(k2d2)

17

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

The equations Te and Tm are the characteristic equations of the surface waves in order to
determine the cut-off frequencies of the different modi. The coefficients in the previous
equations are given by:

N e2 = (jk2sin klh l cos k2(h l - z') - jkl cos klh l sin k2(h l - z')).

(fl k2)j(1 - (2) + (k2cosk2d2 + jf2k3sink2d2).

(jk3sin k2(h2 - z') + k2cos k2(h2 - z')) sin kl hl (fl - (2)

N e3(x) = (k l k2cos klh l cos k2h l + k~ sin klh l sin k2ht} cos k2(h 2 - x)

+(kl k3cos klhl cos k2h l + k2k3sin klhl sin k2hdj sin (k2(h 2 - x))

Ne4(X) = (-k l k2cos klh l sin k2h l + k~ sin klh l cos k2ht} cos k2(h2 - x)

+(-kl k3cos klh l sin k2h l + k2k3sin klh l cos k2ht}j sin (k2(h2 - x))

Nes = (k2cos k2h2 + jf2k3 sin k2h2)(sin klh l cos klht}.

(jk3sink2(h 2 - z') + k2cosk2(h2 - Z'))(fl - (2)

+j(flk2cos klh l cos k2h l + klf2 sin klh l sin k2ht}(1 - (2).

(jk2sin klh l cos k2(h l - z') - jkl cos klh l sin k2(h l - z'))

Ne6 = (k2sin k2h2 - jf2k3 cos k2h2)(sin klh l cos klht}.

(jk3sin k2(h2 - z') + k2cos k2(h2 - z'))(fl - (2)

+j(fl k2cos klhl sin k2hl - klf2 sin klhl cos k2 hd(1 - (2).

(jk2sin klh l cos k2(h l - z') - jkl cos klhl sin k2(h l - z'))

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41 )

(2.42)
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The dyadic Green's functions of x- and y-directed dipoles located at z = z' can he written
in matrix form:

Gi 0 0

Gi - Iloeikzr' eikil ,,' 0 G i 0 - Iloeikzr' eikll,,'Gir (2.43)

-krGi+2 -k"Gi+2 0

where i denotes the region in which the Green's function is evaluated ( i = 1,2 ). The
Green's functions due to a z-directed dipole are not necessary 'to descrihe the surface
currents on the microstrip pateh. However, these functions are given in appendix B.

2.8 Electromagnetic Fields

In this section a derivation of the spectral electromagnetic fields in the two layers will he
made. From the section 'Maxwell's equations' we know that the electromagnetic fields in
the space domain can he calculated when the vector potential is known (equations 2.9).
These relations hetween the electric vector potential and the electromagnetic fields can he
transformed to the spectral domain:

(k:i - k~)Air - krk"AII - jkr8zAiz

(k:i - k~)A" - k"krAr - jkll8zAz

(k:i + 8DAiz - jkr8zAir - jk"8zAi,,

(2.44)

-jk"Aiz - 8z A"

Bi Jo 8zAix + j krAiz

- j kxAi" + j k"Air

The next step is the derivation of the relation hetween the vector potential and the Green's
functions. The vector potential in the space domain is given hy:

where ~ is the surface current of the microstrip patch (situated in region 2). Applying
Fourier transformation to equation 2.45 results in:

(2.46)
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Using equation 2.43 and changing the order of integration:

.Äi(r) = ::2 Ji:Gir(kx, ky, z, z'). [JhJ;(r;)ejk"X' ejk~y' dx'dy']

.e-jk"xe-jk~Ydkxdky

Ilo JJOO G= (k k ') J-' (k k ') -jk"x -jk~Ydk dk- -2 ir x, Y' Z, Z • 2 x, Y' zee X!l
411'" -00

where J~(kx, ky, z') is the surface current density in the spectral domain.

19

(2.47)

(2.48)

Using equation 2.43, the Cartesian coordinates of the vector potential are:

Aix

A iy -

Aiz

(2.49)

Thc previous results ean he used to derive the re1ationship hetween the vector potcntial,
the surface current and the Green's functions:

e-jk"xe-jk~ydkxdky

&iz - 1:~~; J1: [[kxk;;Gi+2 + kxO;Gi+2 +jkxOzGi)J2x

+[kyh:~Gi+2 +kyO;Gi+2 + jkyOzGi]J2Y] e-jk"xe-jk~Ydkxdky

The space domain components can he expressed as inverse Fourier transforms:

(2.51 )
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The spectral domain matrix Qi has the form:

Green 's functions of a two-layer substrate

Q~z Q~lI 0

Qi - Q~z Q~y 0 (2.52)

Q~z Q~y 0

The five different components OfQi are given hy:

Qi _ -JWflo [(k2 _ k2 )G' 'k2aG· 1zz - k2 f; z , +J z z ,+2
f;

Qi Qi _-JW/lO[ kkG·+"kkoG" 1zy yz - k2 - z y , J z y z ,+2
f;

Q~z J~fo [kzk;;Gi+2 +kzo;Gi+2 + jkzozGïl
fi

Q~lI - J~fO [klik;; Gi+2 + kllo;Gi+2 + j kllozGil
fi

(2.53)

At this point the e1ectromagnetic fie1ds can he calculated using the Q-functions and the
surface current density.



Chapter 3

Moment Method Solution Of A
Dual Stacked Microstrip Antenna

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter a moment method [8] is used to calculate the e1ectromagnetic fields of a
dual stacked antenna with two different substrate layers. The Green 's funetions of the
previous chapter are of great importance, when using this moment method. The unknown
patch current is expanded in a set of basis functions.

By using this moment method the integral equations are transformed to a set of linear
equations. Solving this set of equations yields the unknown patch current coefficients.
The calculated patch current is used to derive the properties of a stacked antenna. The
performance of a stacked antenna can he descrihed hy various quantities:

• Input Impedance

• Bandwidth

• Refleetion Coefficients

• Radiation Pattern
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3.2 Model Description

The two patehes of the dual stacked antenna are located in the upper substrate layer. The
top view and the side view of this antenna are shown in the fol1owing figure:

z y y

lower patch

z2'

z1'

o
probe

d2 Wy1

d1

... ",

Xs
I ..

0 Ys

Wx1

x Wy2

..."
r

Wx2

upper patch

Figure 3.1: Dual stacked antenna

The two substrate layers have the fol1owing properties:
The two layers extend to infinity in the transverse directions, just like the model described
in chapter one. The two layers are made of isotropic, homogeneous and lossy material.
The heights to the groundplane (which is a perfect conductor) of the two la,yers are hl and
h2 , respectively. The thickness of the lower layer is equal to dl and the thickness of the
upper layer is equal to d2 •

The two patehes have the fol1owing properties:
The two patehes are located in the upper layer and the assumption is made that the patehes
are infinitely thin and perfectly conducting. The height to the ground plane of the lower
patch is equal to z~ and the height of the upper patch is z;. The lower patch is fed by
a coaxial probe. The assumption is made that the coaxial source current has a constant
value with respect to the height z. The length of the probe must be small compared to
the e1ectrical wavelength. The excitation point of the antenna is again denoted by (x.. ,y.. ).
The lengths of the two patehes are denoted by the symbols W,2:l and Wx2 , respectively.
The widths of the patehes are equal to Wilt and W1I2 • It is not necessary that the center of
the upper patch is exactly aligned to the center of the lower patch, it may have an offset
(xo, Yo).

3.3 The Moment Method Solution

The intention of this report is to present an accurate fuH-wave analysis of a stacked rect
angular microstrip antenna. Therefore the method of moments is used to calculate the
various quantities. The tangential electric fields must be zero at the two perfectly conduct-
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ing patches [3]:

Ti x (t;, + lsource) = 0 z = z~, z = z;

23

(3.1)

where lp is the electric field produced by the currents on the lower and the upper pateh.
The electric field produced by the probe excitation current is denoted by lsource.
The two unknown patch currents are expanded in a set of basis functions:

00

J; = LI~J~
n=l

00

~2 = LI~J;
n=l

(3.2)

(3.3)

where I~ are unknown complex coefficients, J~ are the basis functions defined for patch i.
The total current on the patch i is denoted by J;. Using equations 2.8, the electric field
caused by the two pateh currents can be expressed as:

where SI and S2 are the surfaces of the lower and the upper pateh, respectively. Substitution
of equation 3.4 into 3.1 yields:

Two residues can be defined as:

at patch 1,2 (3.5)

i = 1,2 (3.6)

where i denotes the number of the pateh. The residue Rl is weighted to zero with test
functions J~ at patch 1:

for m = 1,2........1 J f ... ...}
(Rl; J m)31 = J31 Rl.Jmdsl = 0

The second residue can also be weighted to zero with test functions J;" at patch 2:

(3.7)

for m=1,2.. (3.8)
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These equations can be written as:

AJoment Method Solution

The reaetion concept will be used to rewrite the last terms of equations 3.3 and 3.10:

The following notation will be defined:

zij = 411"2 11 ji {idSmn . m· n
6'

(3.11)

(3.12)

where t~ is the eleetric field caused by a test funetion j~, n is the number of the test
funetion and j is the number of the pateh. j:n is the basis funetion with number mand
located at patch i.

. 211 ~ ~.
v~ = 411" J6ource.E;"'dS

60urce
(3.13)

where t:n is the eleetric field caused by a test-funetion with number mand located at pateh
i. The following matrix equation [Il] can be derived:

2 Nj

v:i = - ~ ~ Ij Zij
m L..J L..J n mn

j=l n=l

where m = LN1 when i = 1 and m = LN2 when i = 2. In matrix notation:

(3.14)

(3.15)

In this notation the V-vector has two components [VI] and [V2]. The first component
contains the souree current distribution and the e1ectric field caused by the lower patch
test funetions. The second component contains the souree current distribution and the
eleetric field caused by the upper patch test funetions. The matrix [Z] consists of four sub
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matrices [11],[12]. These sub matrices, denoted by [Zii], contains the electric field, which is
produced by test functions at patch j, and the current distribution at patch i. The vector
I consists of NI +N2 unknown coefficients. The elements of the (NI +N2) x (NI +N2)
impedance matrix [Z] can be written as:

Zii - 41r
2Jii j~.t~dSmn

41r2J1ji [_1_JJOO Ei e-ik"re-ikYYdk dk ] dS6i m' 41r2 -00 n r y

Ji: E~. [J iiJJ1-1I1§§1-lllttr§rt] dkrdky (3.16)

- Ji: E~.(J~)·dkrdky

= Ji: ~2(Zi' Zi).J~] .(J~)*dkrdky

where (J~). is the complex conjugate of I:n.
Q2(Zi,Zi) is the spectral Q-function in region 2 with a patch current at patch j, and the

electric field is :.~aluated ~~ patch i. The current densities (J~). and J~ are the Fourier
transforms of (.J~). and .J~:

(J~). - Jii(J~)·e-ik"re-ikYYdXdY

(3.17)
.... Ji

i
J~eik"reikYYdxdyJJ -n
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The element V~ of the voltage vector can be written as:

. 211"'-v~ = 47r .Jsouree.e:ndSsouree

_ 47r2 1 r1.iouree.f:ndzdCs
!eslo

Moment Method Solution

- !cs .iouree·l
d1 [11: PI (z, Zi)'~] e-jk%re-jkIlYdkrdky] dzdCs+

!cs .iouree·l~l [11: P2(Z,Zi)'~] e-jk%re-jkl/Ydkrdky] dzdCs

(3.18)

1;; 1100 [IA J"1] + IA J"1]] -jk%r -jkllYdk dk dGJes vsouree' -00 ~Iv' m ~2v' mee r Y S

Notice that the lower patch is located in region 2. This patch is attached to the probe. This
implies that the probe is located in region 1 and partIy in region 2. In literature the lower
patch is situated in the interface between the two regions, which simplifies the relevant
formulae. The contribution of the part of the coaxi~l cable in region one is_denoted _by QIV

and the contribution in region two is denoted by Q2v' The two matrices Qlv and Q2v are
independent of zand they have the fol1owing form:

o

o
o
o (3.19)

o o

o

o

o (3.20)
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The four coefficients, which are not equal to zero, are given by:

fad!
Q~zx = a Q~xdz

l d
!Q~ZY = Q~ydz

lz~ (3.21 )
Q~zx = Q~xdz

dl

Q~zy
lz~ 2= QZydz

dl

The elements of the vector [V] and the matrix [Z] are now related to tbe spectral current
densities on the patches and source and to the spectral Q-functions. The spectral Q
functions have been derived in chapter one. Tbus the next step is to model the various
current distributions.

3.4 Patch Current and Souree Current Densities

dy

In this section the modeling of the source and patch current densities will be discussed.
The source is a coaxial probe-type feed and it can be modeled by a cilinder with a radius
equal to ra. The assumption is made that the coaxial probe is attached to the lower patch.
The excitation point is equal to (x~, y~). ... ...... ~

z I ro
I

x
Figure 3.2: Geometry of the coaxial probe

The current distribution is assumed to be uniform along the coaxial cilinder. This is the
so-called 'simple excitation model'. Other research [8] has shown that the results generated
by this model are valid when the thickness of the microstrip antenna is small as compared
to the wavelength in the substrate layers. The current distribution is expressed as:

(3.22)

The Fourier transform of this source current is necessary to calculate the [V] vector. The
Fourier transform of the source current is equal t~:

(3.23)
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Equation 3.23 can be rewritten in the fol1owing form by using thc Bessel function:

(3.24)

where Jo is the Bessel funetion of the first kind and order zero.
The currents on the patches are expanded in the NI + N2 basis funetions. In order to
describe the current on the rectangular patches, the choice is made in favour of sinusoidal
entire domain basis functions. Entire domain funetions are nonzero for the entire domain
of the function. The basis functions have the fol1owing form [13]:
1. ex directed basis funetions at the lower patch:

.J~x(x) = W1111 sin [;:1 (x + Wt)] -~Xl:5 x:5 Wt

-WIII < y < Wlll
2 - - 2

2. ell directed basis functions at the lower patch:

.J~II(Y) = ~Xl sin [;;1 (Y + Wr)] -~XI:5 x :5 W;1

-Wlll < y < Wlll
2 - - 2

(3.25)

(3.26)

3. The upper patch may have an offset with respect to the location of the lower patch.
The ex directed basis funetions at the upper patch are then equal to:

..1.2 ( ) _ I • [m1l" ( + WX2)]mx X - W 112 sin W x2 X - Xo -2- - Wx2 + x < x < Wx2 + x2 0_ - 2 0
(3.27)

4. ell directed basis funetions at the upper pateh:

..1.2 ( ) _ I • [m 11" ( +~)]
mil y - Wx2 sm WII2 y - Yo 2

-W1I2 + y < y < WII2 + y
2 0_ - 2 0

(3.28)

The Fourier transforms of these patch currents are needed to calculate the Z matrix. They
are given by:

1 ~JmAkx, kil) = Fs(m, kx,Wxl)Fc(kll ,Wyl)ex

i:n,/kx, kil) = Fs(m, kil' Wyl)Fc(kx,Wxl)ë'y

l~x(kx, kil) = Fs(m, kx,W x2)Fc(kll , Wy2)eikzxoeikl/l/Oex

J~II(kx, kil) = Fs(m, kil' Wy2)Fc(kx,W x2)eikzxo eikl/l/Oell

(3.29)
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with:

29

m odd

m even
(3.30)

The combination of the spectral Q functions and the current densities will be used to
evaluate the matrix [Z] and the vector [V].

3.5 Elements of the matrix [Z] and the vector [V]
Thc matrix equation for the stacked microstrip geometry has the following form:

(3.31)

where [Zij] is the sub matrix of matrix Z with test functions at patch j and basis functions
at patch i. The elements of the sub vector [Vi] are determined by the relation between test
functions at patch i and the coaxial current distribution. The number of basis functions
at patch 1 is equal to NI = Nrl +NlIl . Nrl is the number of basis functions pointing into
the er direction, and NlIl is the number of functions pointing into the ell direction. The
number of basis functions at patch 2 is equal to N2 = Nr2 +N"2. The sub matrices [Zij]
have the general form:

[Z~t] ]

[Z;t]

(3.32)

where [Z~] is an Nri x Nrj matrix, [Z~] is an Nri x N"j matrix, [Z;~] is an NlIi x Nrj

matrix and [Z;t] is an NlIi x N lIj matrix. The indices i and jare the numbers of the
patches. The vector [Vi] can also be subdivided:

[Vi] = [ [V~~ ]
[V~]

(3.33)

where [V~] is a Nri x 1 matrix and [V:] is a NlIi X 1 matrix. The elements of the matrix [Z]
and the vector [V] are calculated by using the Q functions and the spectral current densi
ties. These various elements consist of a double infinite integra1. To change these infinite
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integrals into one finite and one infinite integral a transformation to polar coordinates is
made:

kx = koP cos a

kIl = koP sin a

The final expression for the elements of the matrix [z~] is:

(3.34)

zij
mnxx

zij
mnxx

zij
mnxx

(3.35

where Zj and Zj denote the heights of patch i and patch j, respeetively. The elements of

[z~{] can he written as:

zij
mnx"

zij
mnx"

zij
mnx"

(3.
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The sub matrix [Z;~J is equal to [Z~r, where [Af is the traosposed matrix of [A]. The

elemeots of [Z;tJ are:

zij
mnyy

zij
mnyy

(3.37)

zij
mnyy

Thc e1cmeots of the vector [V~x] cao also be specified:

(3.38)
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where Zl denotes the height of the 10wer patch. Substituting the Green's functions, we
arrive at the fol1owing expressions:

The e1ements of [V~y] are of similar form:

where the various spectra1 current densities are given in section 2.4 and the N ei expressions
are given in chapter two.

3.6 Input Impedance and Reflection Coefficients

The performance of the stacked antenna can be determined by calcu1ating the input
impedance, the refieetion coefficients, the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) and the
bandwidth. The input impedance can be found by using the fol1owing formu1a [3]:

Zin = -1\ JJ1 t ..iourcedV
o 60urce

(3.41 )

where t is the total electrie field, caused by the two surface patch currents, at the eleetric
coaxial source. The input impedance can be calculated by using the method of moments
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(3.42)

(3.43)

The antenna system and the coaxial source can now be represented as a transmission Hne
with a charaeteristic impedance Zo, which is terminated by the antenna input impedance
Zin. The total voltage on this Hne is a sum of incident and refieeted waves. The voltage
refiection coefficient r is equal to the amplitude of the refiected voltage wave, normalized
to the amplitude of the incident voltage wave:

r _ ~- _ Zin - Zo
- +-
~ Zin + Zo

When r = 0 there is no refieeted wave and maximum power is deHvered to the antenna
impedance. No power is delivered when I r 1= 1. The measurc of the mismatch of the
antenna can be calculated by the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR). This quantity can
be defined as:

VSWR = 1+ Irl
1-1 r I (3.44)

The VSWR is a real number such that 1 ~ V Sl-VR ~ 00. A standing wave ratio equal to
1 implies a matched antenna impedance. In the fol1owing chapters the bandwidth of the
antenna will be defined as thc frequency range where the V SWR ~ 2.



Chapter 4

Computational Aspects

4.1 Introduction

A matrix equation has been derived in chapter three by using the method of moments.
The elements of the matrix [Z] consist of two-dimensional integra1s. The first problem
involving the evaluation of these integrals is introduced by the Te - and Tm expressions
of the matrix elements. These expressions are the charaeteristic equations of the surface
waves in a grounded dieleetric slab. The roots of the charaeteristic equations correspond
with the poles of the integrands. A careful integration in the neighbourhood of these poles
is necessary to obtain meaningflll results. The second seetion in this chapter describes
the symmetry properties of the integrands of the matrix [Z] and the vector [V]. A lot of
computation time can be saved by using these symmetry properties. The two-dimensional
integrals are of the Sommerfeld type. This means that the integrands are slowly decay
ing. Therefore an extraetion technique is used to accelerale the calculation of the infinite
integrals [13], (14].

4.2 Surface Waves

The operation of a microstrip strueture can be made clear by using a geometrical model:
radiated waves

point souree .

guided waves

leaky waves

Figure 4.1: Four kinds of waves in a microstrip strueture

Four kinds of waves can be distinguished in a microstrip structure. The type of wave
depends on the direction of the transmitted wave [15]:

35
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• The first kind of waves are the guided waves. These waves are guided by refiection
between the ground plane and the conducting patch.

• The second type of waves are the radiated waves. These waves constitute the main
contribution to the radiation of the microstrip antenna.

• The third c1ass of waves are the leaky waves. A dipole on the patch transmits a wave
towards the ground plane. This wave will be refiected and travels to the dielectric
substrate-air interface. The wave will be partIy refiected and partIy transmitted (this
depends on the angle of incidence). The transmitted waves are called leaky waves.

• The fourth kind of waves are the surface waves. The waves are completely refiected
by the air-dielectric interface when the angle of incidence is large enough. The waves
are now travelling along the material interface. These surface waves are generally
unwanted in the microstrip antenna. The waves are responsible for reducing the
energy of the wanted signa!. A second consequence of the existence of surface waves
is the coupling between different antenna elements in an array. The surface waves
can lead to scan blindness in an array.

The conditions of the excitation of these surface waves are given by the zeros of the functions
Te and Tm. These functions are the characteristic equations of the existence of surface
waves. The Green 's functions become singular when the Te and Tm expressions are zero.
The solution of the characteristic equations represents the propagation constants for the
Tm or Te eigenmodes.Thus the guiding conditions of the surface waves are given by:

Te = 0 1\ Tm = 0

The two characteristic equations were calculated in chapter two:

Tm - k2k3{t{2 cos(kldJl cos(k2d2 ) + jk~{l cos(ktdJl sin(k2d2)

-klk3{~ sin(kldd sin(k2d2) + jkt k2{2 sin(kldJl cos(k2d2 )

(4.1 )

(4.2)

(4.3)

where {t and {2 are the relative permittivities of the lower and the upper layer, respectively.
The thickness of the lower and the upper layer are denoted by dl and d2 • The wave numbers
of the three regions are given by:

(4.4)
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where ko is the wave number in free space. The solution of {3 for the charaeteristic equations
is real when the dieleetric substrate is loss-less. In the following analysis a real solution of
{3 is assumed. There are four different {3 - interva1s.

Interval one : (3 < 1

The wave numbers in the various regions can be written as:

kl koJfi - pi = uI

koJf2 - pi = U2 (4.5)k2 -

koJI - p2 = U3k3 =

where UI, U2 and U3 are real numbers. According to the guiding conditions, the real and
the imaginary part of the Te expression are taken zero. Substituting 4.5 into 4.2 yields:

oRe(Te ) = U2( UI COS(u1dd COS(U2d2) - U2 sin(UIdd sin(U2d2))

Im(Te ) = U3( U2 sin(uid.) COS(U2d2) +UI COS(u1d.) sin(U2d2)) = 0

(4.6)

The real and the imaginary part of the Tm expression must be zero by using the second
guiding condition:

(4.7)

It has been numerically verified that there is no solution of {3 for the Te and Tm equations
in the interval {3 ::; 1.

The second interval is 1 ::; (3 ::; min( ..;ti)

The result of the funetion min(..;ti) is the smallest value of ..;ti (i = 1,2). The wave
numbers can be written as:

kl - koJfi - p2 = UI

koJ f2 - p2 = U2 (4.8)k2 -

k3 -jkoJï32 - 1 = -jU3
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The following equations are derived:

Computational Aspects

(4.9)

There are solutions for 13 in this interval.

The third interval is min(VEi) ~ 13 ~ max(Jfi)

In this section solutions will he derived when (I ~ (2' It can he shown that the solution
with the condition (I ~ (2 is of analog form. The wave numhers can he written as:

kl koJ(1 - 132 = UI

(4.10)k2 = -jkoJf32 - (2 = -jU 2

-jkoJ/3 2 - 1 = -ju3k3 -

Using cos(jz) = cosh(z) and sin(jz) = j sinh(z) the following equations are derived:

(4.11)

(4.12)

There are solutions for 13 in this third interval.

The fourth interval is: max( Jfi) ~ 13 ~ 00

The wave numhers are:

(4.13)

These wavenumhers can he suhstituted into 4.3 and 4.2. There are no solutions in this
interval. The excitation of the TM and TE surface wave modes depends on the frequency,
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the permittivity and the dimensions of the antenna. The first solution for a TE or a TM
mode occurs when f3 equals 1 [16]. f3 = 1 is substituted into 4.2 and 4.3 in order to
determine the guidance conditions for each mode. The guidance conditions are given by:

(4.14)

The fol1owing notation is used:

x - kod2~

dl~
y - d2~

Equations 4.14 can be rewritten as:

(4.15)

Te: tan(x)

Tm: tan(x)

d
~ycot(xy)

- ~ytan(xy)
f1d1

(4.16)

These equations are presented in figure 4.2, [16]. It is clear from figure 4.2 that there exists
always a TM surface wave mode, independent of the parameters of the antenna. This mode
has a zero cut off frequency. The antenna parameters must be chosen carefully in order to
avoid the presence of the next TE mode.
In the case of dieleetric losses, the values of f3 for which the charaeteristic equations are
zero will be complex:

f3p = f30 +j 11 11:::; 0 (4.17)

The location of the pole f3p is calculated numerically. The calculation of the integral in the
neighbourhood of this pole is done with the use of an extraetion technique.

4.3 Extraction of singularity

It has been shown in chapter three that the [Z] and [V] elements have the following general
form:

Zmn - 100

J~ ~2.J:] ..tk~f3dadf3

Vm - 100

J~ [~lV +Q2V] .i:,] ·J:ourcek~f3dadf3
(4.18)
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x

tan(x) :
tan(xy) :
cot(xy) :

Figure 4.2: Cut off conditions of a two layer substrate

The previous paragraph has shown that there is a singularity in the interval 1 5 f3 5
max(Jfi} Therefore the f3 integration interval is divided in three sub interva1s. The
matrix elements Zmn and the vector e1ements Vm will be denoted by the function G:

j 1r [t rmax(..[ii) 100
]

G = -1r Jo F(Ct, (3)df3 + Jl F(Ct, (3)df3 + max(~ F( Ct, (3)df3 dCt (4.19)

The integral which is defined in the second interval has a singularity. An extraction tech
nique will be used to ca1culate this integral [3]. The integrand can be written as:

(4.20)

where the Ct integration is calculated numerically and included in the function g(f3). The
integral containing the singularity can be divided into two parts:

rmax(~ rmax(..[ii) rmax(~

A F(f3)df3 = A [F(f3) - Fsing (f3)] df3 +J
1

Fsing(f3)df3

with

R
Fsing (f3) = f3 - f3p

(4.21 )

(4.22)
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where {31' = (30 + jv is the complex zero of Tm, R is the residue of F({3) at {3 = {31'. The
residue can be calculated by:

(4.23)

The next step is to develop the function Tm ({3) in a Taylor series around {3 = {31'.

(4.24)

Substitution of 4.24 in 4.23 yields:

(4.25)

The derivative of the function Tm in the point {3 = (31' is denoted by T:n. The function T:n
is given in appendix A. The integral involving the extracted function FlJing can be solved
analytically :

{mar(.fiT) {mar(.fi7) R
JI FlJing({3)d{3 = JI {3 (3 d{3

1 1 - l'

= R [ln(max(Jfi) - (31') -ln(1 - (31')]

Rl [(max( Vfi) - (30? + v
2

] 'R [ max(y'fi) - {30 {30 - 1]= -2 n ( (.l )2 2 +J arctan + arctan
1- fJo +v V v

In the case of a loss-free substrate ( v ~ 0 ) equation 4.26 can be written as:

(4.27)

To avoid numerical problems at {3 = 1 substitutions are made in the first two {3 integrals.
Substituting {3 = cos t in the first integral of 4.19 yields:

1
1' {I 11' r/2

-
l'
J
o

F(a,{3)d{3da= -1fJ
o

F(a, cost) sin(t)dtda

Substituting {3 =cosh t in the second integral of 4.19 yie1ds:

1
1f {mar(.fi7) 11f {arccolJh(mar(.fi7»

-l'J
1

F(a,{3)d{3da= - 1f Jo F(a, cosht) sinh(t)dtda

(4.28)

(4.29)
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4.4 Symmetry propertjes of the integrands

The symmetry of the integrands of the matrix [Z] and the vector [V] will be analyzed in
this paragraph. The even and odd properties of the a integrands are used to calculate
the symmetry properties [13]. Some elements of the matrix [Z] and the vector [V] are
the same, depending on the location of the patch and the direction of the basisfunctions.
That's why not all the elements have to be calculated. Some elements are equal to zero, a
lot of computation time can be saved when these elements are not calculated. It is stated
in chapter three that the matrix [Z] has the following form:

(4.30)

(4.31 )

The sub matrices [ZI2] and [Z21] describe the coupling between the two patches. These
two patches may have an offset. First the symmetry of the integrands of the coupling
matrices is determined. Then the symmetry properties of the matrices [Zl1] and [Z22] are
calculated by taking the offset (xo, Yo) equal to zero. The sub matrix [Zii] can be divided
into sub matrices:

[Zii] = [[Z~~] [Z~~]]
[Z~~] [Z~t]

The symmetry properties of the sub matrices [Z~~], [Z~~], [Z~;] and [Z~;] wil be determined
respectively.

1. [Z~~]

It has been shown that a Z~2nxx element has the fol1owing form:

Z12 = 100

111" Q2 )2 ()1 )*eikzxo eik"yo k2f.ldad f.lmnxx xx nx mx oIJ IJ
o -11"

(4.32)

where xo is the offset of patch 2 into the x- direction, Yo is the offset of patch 2 into the y
direction. The function Q;x and the entire domain basis functions J~x and J:nx are given in
chapter two and three, respectively. The first step is to reduce the a boundaries, therefore
the a integration is divided in two intervals:

Z12 = 1
00

[111" Q2 ()1 )*)2 eikzxo eikllYo da +10
Q2 ()1 )*)2 eikzxo eik"Yo dal k2f.ld f.l(4 33)mnxx xx mx nx xx mx nx oIJ IJ .o 0 -11"

The even and odd properties of Q;x(a), J~x(a) and J:nx(a) are given by:

Q;A-a) - Q;Aa)

J~x(-a) - J~Aa) (4.34)
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These relations are valid for m,n both odd and even. The element Z~2nxx can now be
written as:

The next step is to substitute a' = a - 'Ir/2 in equation 4.35. The fol1owing expressions
are derived:

Q;x(-a') - Q;Aa')

J~x(-a') - J~(a') n odd

J~x( -a') - -J~x(a') n even (4.36)

J:nx( -a') - J:nx(a') m odd

J~A-a') = -J:nAa') m even

Two different situations have to be analyzed in order to ca1culate the flnal expression of
Z12 •

mnxx·

m is even n is even, m is odd n is odd

(4.37)

m is odd n is even, m is even n is odd

(4.38)

The next sub matrix that will be analyzed is the matrix [Z~;l

2. [Z~;]

The general form of [Z~;] is given by:

(4.39)

The a integration is divided into two interva1s:
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The following expresions are derived hy using the suhstitution a' = -a:

Q;y(-a') - -Q;y(a')

J~y(-a') - J~y(a') n odd

J~y(-a') - -J~y(a') n even (4.41)

J~x(-a') - J~x(a') m odd

J~x(-a') - J~x(a') m even

m is even n is even, m is odd n is odd
The element Z~2nxy can he written as:

Z~2nxy = 210011r

Q~yJ~y(J~x)*[- sin(kxxo) sin(kyYo) + j cos(kxxo) sin(kyYo)] k5f3dadf3(4.42)

m is odd n is even, m is even n is odd

The next step is to use the suhstitution a' = a - 7r /2. The following relations are derived:

Q;y( -a') - -Q;y(a')

J~y(-a') J~y(a') n odd

J~y(-a') - J~y(a') n even (4.44)

J~A -a') J~Aa') m odd

J~A -a') J~x(a') m even

Suhstitution of these relations into equations 4.42 and 4.44 results in:
m is odd n is odd

(4.45)

m is even n is odd

(4.46)

m is odd n is even

(4.47)
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. .
m IS even n IS even

3. [Z~2nyr]

The general form of a Z~2nyr element is:

Z12 = [':JO 111" Q2 J2 (Jl )*eikzro eikllYO k2j3dadj3
mnyr Jo -11" yr nr my 0
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(4.48)

(4.49)

The calculation of the symmetry properties of these elements is of analog form compared
to the calculation of the Z~2,.ry elements. Therefore only the flnal results will he given:
m is odd n is odd

(4.50)

m is even n is odd

(4.51)

m is odd n is even

(4.52)

. .
m IS even n IS even

The last sub matrix that will be examined is the matrix [Z~;]

4. [Z;;]

The general form of an element Z~2nyy is:

ZI2 = {OO 111" Q2 J2 (JI )*eik:<roeikIlYOk2j3dadj3
mnyy Jo -11" yy ny my 0

Only the flnal results will be given:
m is even n is even, mis odd n is odd

m is odd n is even, m is even n is odd

(4.53)

(4.54)

(4.55)

(4.56)
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This method of calculating the symmetry properties can also he applied to the coupling
matrix [Z21]. It can he shown that [Z21] = [Z12jT, where [A]T is the transposed matrix
of [A]. The symmetry properties of the integrands of the matrices [Zl1] and [Z22] will he
examined in the next seetion. In this case the hasis funetions and the test funetions are
defined on the same patch. Thus the previous results can he used with an offset (xo, Yo)
equal to (0,0). The four suhmatrices will he examined:

1. [Z~~]

Suhstitution of (xo, Yo) = (0,0) in equations 4.37 and 4.38 results in:
m is even n is even, m is odd n is odd

m is odd n is even, m is even n is odd

Z:nxx = 0

2. [Z~~]

m is even n is even

m is odd n is odd, m is odd n is even, m is even n is odd

3. [Z~~]

m is even n is even

m is odd n is odd, m is odd n is even, m is even n is odd

4. [Z~~]

m is odd n is odd, m is even n is even

(4.57)

(4.58)

(4.59)

(4.60)

(4.61 )

(4.62)

(4.63)
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m is odd n is even, m is even n is odd

Z~nyy = 0
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(4.64)

These results are in agreement with the symmetry calculations in [13]. The conclusion
is that not all the elements of the matrices [ZUl and [Z22] have to he calculated. The 0

integration of the integrands can he taken from 0 = 0 to 0 = 7r /2 instead of the integration
from 0 = -7r to 0 = 7r. The numher of elements that have to he calculated of the coupling
matrices [ZI2] and [Z2I] depends on the offset hetween the patches and the direction of
the hasisfunctions. The integrals appearing in the calculating of the vector [V] can also
he reduced hy using the symmetry properties of the integrands. The vector [V] can he
written as:

[V] =

[Vi]

[l-~} ]

[V;]

[Vy2 ]

(4.65)

The elements [Vy
I ] and [Vi] descrihe the interaction hetween the prohe and the lowcr patch

(patch 1). The second patch may have an offset as compared to the location of the first
patch. However the calculation of the symmetry properties of the vector [V 2

] is the same
as the calculation of the symmetry properties of the vector [VI]. Therefore only the vector
[VI] is examined. The general form of a V~:c element is:

(4.66)

The Fourier transform of the source current has the fol1owing form:

(4.67)

where Jo is the Bessel function of the first kind and order zero. The excitation point is
denoted hy (x"' y,,). First the symmetry properties of the 0 integrands are examined:

Q~z:c(-0) - Q~z:c(o)

Q~z:c(-0) = Q~z:c(o)
(4.68)

J~A-o) J~Ao) m odd

J~A-o) - J~Ao) m even
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Using these even symmetry properties in equation 4.66 results in:

Computational Aspects

(4.69)

The next substition is a' = a - 1r/2. The fol1owing properties are derived:

Q~zx(-a') - -Q~zx(a')

Q~zx( -a') - -Q~zx(a')
(4.70)

J~x( -a') J~x(a') m odd

J~x( -a') -J~x(a') m even

Substitition of these properties in equation 4.69 results in:
m even

(4.71)

modd

(4.72)

This method can also be used to calculate the V~!I elements. The vector [V2
] describes the

interaction between the source and the upper patch. The distance between the centers of
gravities of the two patehes and the probe position is needed to calculate the two parts of
the vector [V].
The offset between the two patches is denoted by (xo, Yo). The vector [V2 ] can be calculated
by using the coordinates (x",y,,) - (xo,Yo) instead of the coordinates (x",y,,) which were
used in the calculation of the vector [VI].

4.5 Souree term extraction and asymptotic behaviour

The two dimensional integrals which appear in the method of moments are of the Som
merfeld type. The numerical evaluation of these integrals results in a computational1y
inefficient solution. The problem is that the {3 integration has an infinite boundary while
the integrand is slowly decaying for large values of {3. To avoid this problem an extraction
technique is used, the so-cal1ed 'source term extraction technique' [13]. The two dimen
sional integrals are divided into two parts. The first integral contains the original integrand
minus the asymptotic form. This new integral is a quickly converging integra1. The second
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Figure 4.3: Distances hetween the excitation point and the centers of the patehes
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integral, which integrates the asymptotic form, can he written in closed form. Thus the
integrals, appearing in the [Z] elements, are divided into two parts:

Zmn 100
J~ [rJ2 -Q2h] .L] .l:nk~f3dCidf3

+ 100
J:1r ~2h.L] .l:nk~f3dCidf3 (4.73)

whereQ2h is a matrix which contains the asymptotic values OfQ2' The integrals, appearing
in the [V] elements, can also he divided into two parts:

Vm 100
J:1r [piV +Q~ -Qlhv -Q2hV] .J:] .J:ourcek~f3dCidf3

+ 100
J~ [~lhV +Q2hV] J:] .l:ourcek~f3dCidf3

- [Vm- Vhm] + Vhm

(4.74)

where Qihv is the asymptotic value ofQiv (i=1,2). The next step is to calculate the asymp
totic values of the Q - funetions. For large values of f3 the fol1owing asymptotic approxi-
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mations are ohtained for the wavenumhers, the Te and the Tm expressions:

kl :::::: -jkof3

k2 :::::: -jkof3

k3 :::::: -jkof3 (4.75)

Te :::::: _k~f32ekol3(dl +d2 )

Tm
2 2 eko13(dl +d2 ),...., -kof3 (fl + f2)(1 + f2) 4,....,

First the asymptotic values of a part of the Q - functions will he examined. It will he
shown that the location of the source and the ohservation point of the dipole is of great
importance. The specific function that will he examined is the function G2 •

z' = dl

(4.76)

(4.77)

The final results for the various Q -functions are at z = z' = dl:

Qlxx -

Qlxy -

Qlyy -

(4.78)
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(4.79)

(4.80)

where W is the radial frequency and po is the permeability. The same calculations are made
at dl < z = z' < dl +d2 :

Q2 -jt%O [1 _ Ir cos
2a]

hzz - 2 0 f2

2 Q2 _ ~,8sin(2a)
QhzIJ - hIJz - 47CO f2

Q2 -{W%O [1 _ Ir sin
2a]

hIJIJ - 2 0 f2

And at last the asymptotic values are derived for z = z' = dl +d2 :

Q2 -it%o [1 _ 2,82 cos
2a]

hzz - 2 0 1+ f2

Q2 Q2 _ ~,8 sin(2a)
h:EY - hyr - 2kr; 1+ f2

Q2 -jt%O [1 _ 2~2 sin
2a]

hyy - 2 0 + f2

The same procedure can be applied to the [V] elements. The asymptotic values of Q~xx, Q~XIJ' Q~IJX

and Q~IJIJ are denoted by Q~vzz' Q~VZIJ' Q~vJz and Q~VIJIJ respectively. The coaxial probe is
direeted in the z-direetion. Therefore the Qihv matrices have the following form:

0 0 0

Qihv - 0 0 0

Q~vzz Q~VZIJ 0

(4.81 )

where i = 1,2. The probe is attached to the lower patch. The matrixQ2v is the zero matrix
when the lower patch is located at z' = dl. The Qlv funetions at z' = dl are given by:

= -wJlocosa
k~(fl + f2)

QI -wflosma
hvzIJ k~( fI + f2)

The funetions Qlvzx and QlvzlJ have an exponential decay at dl
z' = dl +d2• The funetions Q~v at dl < z' < dl +d2 are:

-Wflo cos a
- 2k~f2

Q2 -wflosma
hvzIJ - 2k2Of2

The Q~v funetions at z' = dl +d2 are:

(4.82)

< z' < dl +d2 and at

(4.83)

Q~vzz - -Wflo cos a

k~(1 + f2) (4.84)

Q~VZIJ - -wflosma

k~(1 + f2)
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The asymptotic values of the Qfunctions of a single suhstrate layer are derived in [13]. Note
that these functions are of similar form as compared to the functions which are valid in the
two layer structure. The method of solving the Zhmn and Vhm elements is descrihed in [13].
In this section a short summary of the method is given and the result will he presented.
The infinite /3 integral, appearing in the Zhmn and Vhm elements will he calculated using
residue theory. The a integration will he done partIy analytically and partIy numerically.
The element of Zhmn that will he calculated is the element Zhmnzz. The other elements
can he calculated in an analog matter. It is stated that the extraction technique only will
he used in the case of the [Z I'i] elements when i equals j, hecause the assumption is made
that the two patches have different heights. In the previous section is shown that only
the Z~~nzz with mand n hoth odd or even have to he calculated when i = j. Only these
situations are analyzed. Two different situations must he distinguished in order to solve
the Zhmn elements: m =I- n and m = n

l.m=l-n

The Z~~nxx element, which involves the integration of the asymptotic value of the Q~z

function, can he written as:

4A r/2 _1_ {oo [1 __/32 c_os_
2al

Jo sin2 a Jo c

where

A -8jwjlo1r2mnw;
koW;

koWx cos a

(4.85)

(4.86)

kil koWil sin a

The width in the x-direction Wx is equal to Wzt when the hasis- and the testfunctions are
at patch one (i=I), otherwise Wx is Wz2 (i=2). The length in the y-direction Wil is Wilt
when the matrix elements of the lower patch are calculated, otherwise Wil is equal to W1I2 •

The value of the constant c is depending on the location of the pateh:

C
i] + i2 z' = d2

C i2 d] $ z' $ d] +d2 (4.87)

c - l1 i2
Z' = d] +d2
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We may write:

cos2({3P/2) sin2 ({3kY/2) = -11
6

[f({3) + f( -{3)]

f({3) = -2 - 2ei{3P +2ei {3kY + ei{3(k"+kY
) + ei {3IP - kY I

(4.88)

Equation 4.88 is substituted in equation 4.85. Due to the absolute signs in 4.88 two different
situations must be distinguished, namely P ~ kY and kX $ kY •

l.a P> kY

This integral is solved by using Jordan's Lemma and the Residue theorem of Cauchy. The
integrand has 5 single valued poles on the real {3 axis. The integration path is shown in
figure 4.4. The integral over C: is zero according to Jordan's Lemma. The other integrals

C +
p

o

Figure 4.4: Integration Path

(4.90)
I{3(a)

can be calculated using residue theory. More details are presented in [13]. The final result
of the integral I{3(a) is:

_kx [1 (m7rlcos
2 a]. [kYm7r]

- 8m37r 2[(n7r? _ (m7r?J - (kX )2c sm-----p-

+ _kx [1 (n7r)2 cos
2 a] . [kYn7r] + kY

8n37r2[(m7r? _ (n7r)2J - (kX?c sm -p- 8m2n27r3
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1.b P < kY

When mand nare both odd the following expression is derived:

_kX + 2kY
I{J(a) = 2 2 3

8m n 1r

When mand nare both even the integral has the form:

2. m=n

Computational Aspeets

(4.91 )

(4.92)

Now the (3 integrand has both single-valued poles and double-valued poles as weIl. Again
Cauchy's theorem of residues and Jordan's Lemma is used to calculate the various integrals.
Two situations must be distinguished, namely kX ~ kY and P :5 kY •

2.a P > kY

Only the result will be presented. More details are shown in [13].

(4.93)

2.b kY < kY

The integral I{J(a) has the following form when m = n is odd.

(4.94)

When mand n are even, the integral can be written as:

(4.95)

The Vhm elements can be calculated in the same manner. Only the sub vector [lI;;.] will
be examined. The extraetion technique can be applied to the other elements in a similar
manner. Using 4.74, 4.82, 4.83 and 4.84 the element Vx can be written as:

1. m odd

Vhmx = 4A [00 c~s a 11r
/

2
cos({3k

x
/2) sin({3kY/2) sin({3k:) cos({3k~) Jo(roko{3)d{3da (4.96)

Jo sm a 0 (m1r - kX (3)(m1r + kX (3)
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p - koz. cos a•

k" - koY. sin a•
p - koW.r cos a (4.97)

k" - koW" sin a

A j81rmW.rwflo
koW"c

where (z", y,,) is the excitation point of the prohe. Jo is the Besselfunction of the first kind
with order zero. The Besselfunction Jo will he used in integral form:

with ko = roko sin fJ. The constant c depends on the location of the patch:

(4.98)

c - fl + f2 z' = dl2

c - f2 dl :5 z' :5 dl +d2
(4.99)

c - 1 t f2 z' = dl +d2

The asymptotic element of the vector [V] can he written as:

1
7r/2 cos a 1 127r

Vhm.r = 4A -'--2 I{JtI(a, fJ)dfJda
o sma 1r 0

(4.100)
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(4.101)

The Residue theorem of Cauchy and the Lemma of Jordan can he applied to the infinite
(3 integra1. Only the final result will he given [13]:

1 (0) -1 [ ( k
X

k
Y

kX kY k)' [m 'Ir ( k
X

kY kX kY k)]
/Ju a, - 16mkx 8gn 2 + 2 + s + s + 8 sm kX 2 + 2 + s + s + 8

( kX kY kX kY k)' [m'lr (kX
kY kX kY k)]+ 8gn 2 + 2 + 6 - 6 + 8 sm kX 2 + 2 + s - 6 + 8

k
X

kY [m'lr k
X

kY ]
8gn(2 +2 - k: + k~ +k8) sin kX (2 + 2 - k: + k: + k8)

k
X

kY [m'lr k
X

kll ]
8 gn(2 +2 - k: - k: +k8 )sin kX (2 +2 - k: - k: + k8 )

(k
x

kY kX kll k)' [m'lr(k
x

kY kX kY k)]8gn 2 - 2 + 6 + 6 + 8 sm kX 2 - 2 + 6 + 6 + 8

( kX kY kX kll k)' [m 'Ir ( k
X

kY kX kll k)]sgn 2 - 2 + s - s + 8 sm kX 2 - 2 + 6 - 6 + 8

k
X

kY [m'lr k
X

kY ]+ sgn(2 - 2 - k: + k~ +k8) sin kX (2 - 2 - k: + k~ +k8)

+ sgn(~ - ; - k: - k: + k.) sin [7:(~ -; -k: - k: +k.)]]
where the funetion sgn returns a value equal to +1 when the argument of the funetion is
positive. The value -1 will he returned when the argument of the funetion is negative.

m even

The final expression for I/Ju is:

(4.102)



Chapter 5

Mutual Coupling and Radiation
Patterns of Stacked Antennas

5.1 Introduction

Two quantities of stacked microstrip antennas will be examined in this chapter, namely
the mutual coupling between stacked antennas and the radiation pattern of a stacked
antenna. In practice microstrip antennas are not used alone, but they are often integrated
in an array structure. The mutual coupling between several antenna e1ements can lead
to a change in various quantities, for instanee the bandwidth and the input impedance.
Mutual coupling can also lead to scan blindness in an array. In this chapter the method
of moments is applied to the case of two stacked antennas. The coupling between the
antennas is calculated by using a scattering matrix, which is a result of the method of
moments formulation. The second analysis involves the calculation of the radiation pattern
of a stacked microstrip antenna. By applying the method of moments of chapter three,
the unknown patch currents can be calculated. These currents are used to examine the far
fields components. z

y, port 2

+--+ '
Wxl '

+--+ '
Wxl.· :

dl

d2

O/WY2 ~Y2
+-----:-+ - - - - - . . . - . +-----.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~~ Wx2

ground plane

x
Figure 5.1: Geometry of two stacked antennas
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5.2 Method of moments applied to two stacked an
tennas

The general derivation of the method of moments is described in chapter three. In this
chapter the method of moments is applied to a configuration of two stacked antennas. Our
purpose is to generate a tooI which can be used for analyzing the coupling between the
two antennas. The geometry of the two antennas is shown in figure 5.2. [17].

4.---------,.

Wy2

Wx2

'-- --'1 ~"

•
x

3

n!WYl......~
~

Y

Wx2

lil. 2
.<I",

1

WY1!
Ya . . .

• ..
Xa

+---+Wxl

z...

z1'

o

z2'

Figure 5.2: Geometry of two stacked antennas

There are four perfectly conducting patches in this configuration. The upper patehes may
have an offset (xo l Yo) with respect to the lower patches. The assumption is made that the
two antennas are identical. The probe attachments are made at the same 10cation (X Sl Ys)
of the two antennas. The two 10wer patehes have a width Wxl and a length Wyl ' The two
upper patehes are of width Wx2 and length Wy2 ' The thickness of the lower layer (layer one)
is denoted by dl. The permittivity of layer one is fl 1 and the loss tangent of the 10wer layer
is denoted by tan Ól' The thickness of the upper layer (layer two) is d2 • The permittivity
and the 10ss tangent of the upper layer are denoted by f2 and tan Ó2 respectively. The
distances into the x- and the y-direction are denoted by dx and dYl respectively.The four
antenna patehes are 10cated at the second layer.
The tangential electric fields must be zero at the four perfectly conducting patches. Assume
that the probe is attached to patch number one. The boundary conditions can be written
as:

e: x (l + ÊsouTcel) 0 at patch 1

e: x (l + &aouTcel) - 0 at patch 2
(5.1)

e: x (l + ÊsouTcez) - 0 at patch 3

e: x (l + lsouTcel) - 0 at patch 4
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where Ë30urcel is the electric field due to the coaxial probe, which is attached to patch
one. Ë is the electric field caused by the currents on the four patches. The next step is to
develop the four patch currents into various basis functions:

00 00
"'1 L: I~j~ "'2 L: I~j~J p - J p -

n=l n=l (5.2)00 00
"'3 L: I~j; "'4 L: I~j~J p - J p -

n=l n=l

where I~ is the unknown current coefficient with number n, which is defined for patch
number i. The electric field caused by the four patch currents can be expressed as:

Ë(f}

+11
3

Q(r, Ti).J,,3(Ti)ds3+114Q(r, Ti).jp4(Ti)ds4]

- -~~ (k;2 + \7\7.) [1 ltQw,Ti) ~(I~j~)dSl +11
2
Q(r,Ti) ~(I~j~)dS2

+J1
3
Q(r, Ti) ~(I~j;)dS3 +J14Q(r, Ti) ~(I~j~)dS4]

00

- L:(I~~ + I~&:. +I~~ +I~~)
n=l

(5.3)

where Sj is the surface of patch i (i = 1, 2 ,3 ,4). Substitution of equation 5.3 in 5.1 results
m:

A residue can be defined as:

(5.4)

at patch i (5.5)

where i denotes the number of the patch. The residue Rl is weighted to zero with test
functions j;. at patch 1:

for m =1,2.. (5.6)
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This equation can be written as:

for m=1,2, ..

Coupling and Radiation

(5.7)

The reaetion concept will be used to rewrite the last term of equation 5.7:

The other three residues can also be weighted:

for m = 1,2, ...

for m = 1,2, ...

for m = 1,2, ...

(5.8)

(5.9)

00

'" [[1 Zll + [2 Z12 + [3ZI3 + [4Z14 ] + v:1L.J n mn n mn n mn n mn m
n=1
00

'" [[1 Z21 + [2 Z22 + [3Z23 + [4 z24 ] + v:2L.J n mn n mn n mn n mn m
n=1
00

'" [[1 Z31 + [2Z32 + [3Z33 + [4Z34 ] + v:3L.J n mn n mn n mn n mn m
n=1

00

'" [[1 Z41 + [2 Z42 + [3Z43 + [4Z44 ] + v:4L.J n mn n mn n mn n mn m
n=1

0 m = 1,2, ..

0 m = 1,2, ..

- 0 m=1,2, ..

- 0 m = 1,2, ..

(5.10)

The above equations can be written in matrix notation:

[Z] . [[] + [V] = 0

The matrix [Z] is divided in sub matrices:

[Zll] [ZI2] [ZI3] [ZI4]

[Z]
[Z21] [Z22] [Z23] [Z24]

-
[Z31] [Z32] [Z33] [Z34]

[Z41] [Z42] [Z43] [Z44]

(5.11)

(5.12)

The matrix [Z] consists of sixteen sub matrices. These parts, denoted by [Zij], describe
the interaetion between the eleetric field, whieh is caused by test funetions on patch i, and
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the current distribution on patch j. The sub matrices [Zij] with i=/: jare called coupling
matrices. Not all of the elements of the matrix [Z] have to be calculated. The submatrices
[Zij] are equal to [ZiiJT as a result of the reciprocity theorem. Furthermore the symmetry
properties of the integrands, which are derived in chapter four, can be used. Some elements
of the sub matrices arè zero, depending on the location of the patch, the direction of the
basis functions and the even or odd properties. The assumption that the two antennas
are identical has also consequences. The matrices [Zll] and [Z33] are identical, because
the same basisfunctions are assumed on the lower patches. The matrices [Z22] and [Z44]
are equal, when the same basisfunctions are assumed on the upper patches. The matrices
[Z12] and [Z34] are the same, because the antennas are identical. The vector [V] consists
of four parts:

[V]

[VI]

[V2
]

[V3
]

[V4
]

(5.13)

where [Vi] describes the interaction between the electric field caused by the coaxial probe
and the basis functions on patch i. The symmetry properties of chapter four can be used to
reduce the computational time. The derivation of the vector [V] when the probe is attached
to patch 3 is of analog manner as compared to the derivation with the attachement at patch
1. The matrix equation can be written in the following form when the probe is attached
to patch 1:

[In

(5.14)

[It]

where the sub vector [It] is the complex current coefficient at patch j, when the coaxial
probe is attached to patch 1.
The matrix equation, when the coaxial probe is attached at patch 3, is given by:

[IJ]

[I~]
(5.15)

[I~]
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where the sub vector [14] is the complex current coefficient at patch j, when the coaxial
probe is attached to patch 3.
The matrix equations are used in the next section to describe the coupling between stacked
antennas.

5.3 Scattering parameters

Port matrices are frequently used in theories of microwave problems. Several ports can
be distinguished in a general microwave network [18]. The terminal planes in figure 5.3

t2

2+

2·

t1

n+ n

Vno

12+ V

12· V

micro wave

network

/ /
/ /

11 + V1 +

11- V1·

In+ V

In-

Figure 5.3: Arbitrary microwave network

provide a phase reference for the voltage and current phasors. The total voltage and current
phasors are divided into incident and refieeted components.

rVV] = [Vv+] + [VV-]

[JP] = [1v+] - [1V-]
(5.16)

Note that the port description of figure 5.2 is used. The port impedance matrix [ZV] of
two stacked antennas (two ports) can be defined as:

(5.17)

The port impedance matrix relates the voltage and the current phasors of the several ports
at the reference planes.

(5.18)
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(5.19)

(5.20)

The voltage and current phasors at the reference planes are denoted hy [VP] and [lP],
respectively. From 5.18, ZIj can he found as:

ZP ViP I
ij = IT!' 1f=0 fOT kf.j

)

Thus Zil and Z~2 are the input impedances seen looking into port 1 and 2 respectively, and
Zi2' Z~l are the transfer impedances. One port is excited, the other port is open circuited.
According to [4] the elements of the port matrix can he written as:

1 :::I ....
& .JsouTcel d soureel

zP __ =-s=o""uT'-"c=el'-- -::-- _

11 - I lvI 1
2

where El is the electric field along the prohe, caused hy a prohe attached to patch 1. The
constant current on source 1 is denoted hy I lvI I. Equation 5.20 can he written in terms
of the matrix equation 5.14 :

4 Ni

Zil = - L L I~l V~l
i=l n=l

(5.21)

(5.22)

where Ni is the total numher of the hasisfunctions on patch i. The total numher of
hasisfunctions on the four patehes is equal to 2N1 + 2N2, where NI is the numher of
hasisfunctions on the lower patehes and N2 is the numher of hasisfunctions on the upper
patches. Thus the self impedance of port one Z~\ can he ohtained hy multiplying the vector
[11] with the vector [Vi]. The same procedure can he used to calculate the other elements
of the port matrix:

1 ....2 ....
& .JsouTcel d soureel

ZP - .:..;s=o""uT'-"c=el'--':""""""":C_:-:--_..,....- _
12 - - I lVIII I v2 I

where [2 is the total electric field along source 1 (attached to patch 1), when the fields
are caused hy a configuration with a prohe attachement to patch 3. This equation can he
written as:

(5.23)

The mutual port impedance Zi2 can he ohtained hy multiplying the vector [12] of equation
5.15 with the vector [Vi] of equation 5.14. It can he shown that when the network is
reciprocal the two mutual impedances are the same: Zi2 = Z~l' The last element of the
port matrix is Z~2:

1 ~ ....
& .JsouTce2 d souree2

ZP - .:..;s=o""uT'-"c=e2'--~:__=_---:."..__----
22 - - I I

v2
12

4 Ni

Z~2 = - L L I~2V~2
i=1 n=1

(5.24)

(5.25)
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The port impedance matrix relates voltages and currents at the reference planes. In prac
tice voltages and currents are not measured at microwave frequencies. The scattering
matrix description is a formulation which is more in accordance to measurcments. The
scattering matrix relates the voltages incident on the ports to those refiected from the
ports. 8cattering parameters can be measured direetly with the use of a network analyzer.
The relation between the incident and the refiected voltage waves are given by:

A general element of the matrix [SJ can be written as:

v?-
Sij = ~?+ /v:+=o Jor k;;/:j

J

(5.26)

(5.27)

Sij is found by driving port j with an incident wave of voltage V!+ at the reference plane,
and measuring the refieeted wave amplitude \liP- at the reference plane, coming out of port
i. The incident wave on all ports except port j are set to zero, which means that all ports
should be terminated in matched loads to avoid refiections. The refieetion cocfficients,
which are defined in chapter three, looking into port 1 and 2 are not equal to Sn and S22

in general, unless all ports are matched. 80 the changing of terminations of the N port does
not change the 8 parameters, but may change the refieetion coefficients or thc transmission
coefficients. The 8 parameters will be used to describe the coupling between thc antennas.
The next step is to relate the port impedance matrix to the scattering matrix.

(5.28)

where Zo is the charaeteristic impedance of the coaxial probe. The combination of equa
tions 5.28 and 5.26 results in:

[SJ = {[ZP] - [Zo]} {[ZP] + [Zo]}-1 (5.29)

where the elements of the diagonal of the matrix [Zo] consist of the charaeteristic impedance
values of the probes. The other elements are zero. The elements of the scattering matrix
Scan be written for a two-port as:

(5.30)

The scattering matrix [SJ is symmetric. The scattering parameters of various antennas are
given in chapter six.
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5.4 Radiation Patterns of Stacked Antennas

In this section two techniques will he used to calculate the far-field pattern of one stacked
antenna. The first technique that will he used is the equivalence principle. The starting
point is that many different sources inside a particular region can produce the same elec
tromagnetic field outside the region. Two sources are called equivalent in an area when
the two sources produce the same electromagnetic field in that area. An application of
this principle is given in figure 5.4. This principle can he used to replace the two sources

ii

s
Figure 5.4: Equivalent Sources

field

zero

(E,H)

s

(E,H)

~ sourees

(E,H)

(patches) in the suhstrate layers hy equivalent magnetic and electric current distrihutions
on the upper surface S. The surface S is located at the height dl + d2 in the case of the
two layer microstrip antenna. Assuming that the surface S is perfectly conducting, only
the magnetic current jm is needed to descrihe the field outside the surface S.

(5.31)

The second technique that will he used to solve this prohlem is the use of an image theory.
This comhination of equivalence principle and image theory is often used to ohtain solutions
for houndary-value prohlems. The presence of the perfect conductor can he removed hy
using this image theory. It states that the magnetic current jm must he replaced hy 2jm.
The electric conductor can now he removed. The equivalent magnetic current source is
given in figure 5.5.
The magnetic vector potential in free space can he written as:

(5.32)

where r' denotes the source point and V is the volume that encloses the magnetic source
current. The next step is to derive the electric field in the far field region. The relationship
hetween the electric field and the vector potential is given hy:

.... 1 ....
E = --V x Am

fa
(5.33)

The first order approximation of Ir - r' I for Ir I~I r' I is given hy:

Ir - ~ I~ r - (er'~) (5.34)
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Figure 5.5: Equivalent magnetic current source

where ër is the unity vector in the radial direction. Calculation of the rotation of the vector
potential and using the approximation of I r - r" I results in:

(5.35)

The next step is to derive the far field components in spherical coordinates (r, (}, 4» instead
of the cartesian coordinates (x,y,z). This coordinate system is given in figure 5.6. Equation

x

p

y

.Figure 5.6: Spherical Coordinate System
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5.35 can be rewritten using this new coordinate system:

t(r) = jko2e::kor ejko(dl+d2)COsOêr x JfsJm(x',Y',dl + d2)ejk%x'eikYY'dx'dy'

Er) = jk~e::kor eiko(dl+d2) cos 0e-;' x Jfs[t(x',Y',dl + d2) x e-;]eik%x'ejkYY'dx'dy'

~(r;:\ - jkoe-jkor ejko(d1+d2) cos 0ê x [E--(k k d +d ) x ê]
" ') - 21l"r r x, Y' I 2 z
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(5.36)

where the substitutions kx = kosin 0cos ifJ and ky = kosin 0sin ifJ are made. The spectral
electric field at z = dl +d2 is denoted by Ë(k"" ky, dl +d2 ). The far field components in
the ê~ and the êo directions can be written as:

Eo (r, 0, ifJ)

E~(r, 0, ifJ)
(5.37)

The spectral electric fields can be calculated by using the spectral patch currents and the
Q functions. The spectral domain electric field is given by:

Ë(kx,ky,dl +d2) = Q(kx,ky,z~,dl +d2).ï;,atchl(kx,ky,zD

+ Q(kXl ky, z~, dl +d2).ï;,atch2(kx, ky, z~)

(5.38)

where z~ and z~ are the heights of the lower and the upper patches, respective1y. The
unknown current coefficients of the patehes are calculated by using the theory of chapter
2, 3 and 4. The combination of equation 5.38 and equation 5.37 results in the solution of
the far field components Eo(O, ifJ) and E~(O, ifJ). The contribution of the electromagnetic
fields caused by the coaxial probe is neglected in this model.

5.5 Co and Cross polarization of stacked antennas

The far field of a stacked antenna is a linear polarized field, because there is only one feed
point considered. Two important antenna parameters are the co and the cross polarization
of an antenna. In the literature are at least three definitions of cross polarization used
for antennas with a linear polarized field [21]. In this report the third definition is taken.
This definition can easily be used in measurements. In the analysis of the co and cross
polarization of antennas are three planes defined. The E, Hand D planes are the planes
where the angle ifJ is 00 ,900 ,450

, respectively. The co and the cross polarization are related
to the far field components, which are derived in section 3.4. The formula of the co- and
cross polarization are given by [21]:

Co - pol

Cross - pol -

(5.39)
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The co and the cross polarizations in the E plane (4) = OO)are:

Co - pol

Cross - pol

I I Eo(O,OO) I
20 og Eo(00, 00)

I E<f>(O, 0° I
20 log Eo(00, 00

The co and the cross polarizations in the H plane (4) = 90°) are:

(5.40)

Co - pol

Cross - pol

(5.41)

The co and the cross polarizations in the D plane (4) = 45°) are:

Co - pol

Cross - pol

(5.42)

The co and cross polarizations of various antennas are given in chapter six.



Chapter 6

Results

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters formulae were derived in order to analyze the properties of a
dual stacked antenna embedded in two substrate layers. This analysis is implemented in
a software package, which is written in Microsoft Fortran-77. The results in this chapter
are obtained by using this software. In this chapter properties of stacked antennas are
compared with the properties of single patch antennas. Examples of these properties are
the input impedance, the refieetion coefficient, the bandwidth, the mutual coupling and the
radiation pattern. First various antennas, which are described in literature, are compared
with the results obtained using the software. The second seetion describes the design of
an optimal antenna (large bandwidth), assuming a chosen set of permittivities of the two
layers. The infiuence of the tolerances of the two substrate layers on the performance of the
optimal antenna is also analyzed in this chapter. The third section describes the infiuence
of an offset of the upper patch and the mutual coupling of the optimal antenna and two
other antennas. Finally the radiation patterns of dual stacked antennas are compared with
the patterns of single patch antennas.

6.2 Single and Stacked Microstrip Antennas

The operation of a single patch antenna is compared with that of a stacked antenna. The
input impedance of a single patch antenna can also be analyzed with the available software.
The permittivities of the two substrate layers are now equal and the dimensions Wx2 and
Wll2 of the upper patch are (0 mm,O mm). The first antenna that will be analyzed is
described in [3]. The width and the length of the patch are 20.1 mmo The attachment of the
coaxial probe is made at the coordinates (xs,Ys) = (-8.75 mm,O mm). The thickness d
of the substrate layer and the height Zl of the patch are equal to 1.59 mmo The permittivity
of the substrate layer is 2.55 and the loss tangent is 0.002. One basisfunetion is used in
the calculations. This funetion is given by equation 3.25. The geometry of the single patch
antenna is given in figure 6.1. The input impedance of the antenna is presented in figure 6.2.
The frequency is increasing clockwise in the Smith chart. It is obvious from the real part
of the input impedance that there is only one resonance frequency in the frequency band

69
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Figure 6.1: Geometry of a single patch antenna
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Figure 6.2: Input impedance ( 0) of a single patch antenna

under consideration. The bandwidth of this antenna is very limited, the Smith chart shows
that this antenna is badly matched to 50 Ohm. The agreement between the calculations
and the figures presented in [3] is very good. The next antenna that will be analyzed is a
dual stacked antenna. The geometry of the antenna is presented in figure 6.3. The square
lower patch has dimensions of 29.5 mm x 29.5 mmo The upper patch is located at the
second layer at a height of 7.2058 mmo The square upper patch has dimensions of 36.285
mm x 36.285 mmo The lower patch is located at the interface between the two substrate
layers. The thickness of the lower layer dl = 1.575 mm, the thickness of the upper layer
d2 = 8.6 mmo Thus the antenna has a cover layer. The permittivities of the lower and
the upper layer are 2.55 and 1.07, respectively. The loss tangent of the two layers is 0.001.
The inner conductor of the coaxial probe has a radius of 0.635 mm and the attachment is
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made at the coordinates (x."y.,) = (-13 mm,-13 mm). Eight basisfunctions (four on
each pateh) are used to describe the unknown current distribution on the two patches. The
input impedance of this antenna is shown in 6.4. From figure 6.4 it is obvious that this
antenna has two resonances in the frequency band under consideration. The bandwidth
can be improved as compared with the bandwidth of a single patch antenna by choosing the
frequencies of the resonances appropriate. The presence of a parasitic patch is the cause of
the adding of an extra cavity which is responsible for a second resonance frequency. When
the two resonance frequencies are far apart, the antenna can be used as a dual frequency
microstrip antenna. The Smith chart shows that the introduction of a loop leads to an
improvement of bandwidth.
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6.3 Comparison with calculations in literature

Results, which are derived in literature, are compared with the calculations using our
software. The first antennas that will be analyzed are a dual stacked antenna with one
substrate layer and a single patch antenna. The characteristics of these antennas are
presented in [21], pp. 88. The geometry of the stacked antenna is given in figure 6.5. The
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Figure 6.5: Stacked antenna upper patch
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permittivity of the substrate layer is 2.33 and the loss tangent is 0.001. The radius of the
inner conductor of the coaxial probe is 0.635 mmo The probe attachment is made at the
coordinates (x., Y.) = (-15 mm,O mm). One basisfunetion in the x- direetion is used on
the two patches. The input impedance is given in figure 6.6. The thickness of the substrate

250-r-------------------,

150
C
N-
<IJ

lY
100

Figure 6.6: Input impedance ( n )
layer is 3.14 mmo The lower patch is located at a height of 1.57 mmo The upper patch is
located at the substrate-air interface. The widths and the lengths of the patehes are 60 mmo
The agreement between figure 6.6 and the results presented in [21], pp. 88 is good. The real
part of the input impedance of the second resonance is very high (R: 200 Ohm). Most of the
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configurations presented in [21] do have this property. Therefore the bandwidth of these
antennas is very smalI. By analyzing various antennas, it became clear that a reduction of
the level of the second resonance could be made by using different dimensions of the two
patches. 80 an alternative antenna is proposed, where the dimensions of the upper patch
are 59.7 mm x 59.7 mmo The other parameters of the antenna remain the same. The
input impedance of this new stacked antenna is given in figure 6.7. The resistance value
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Figure 6.7: Input impedance ( n )of the improved antenna

at the upper resonance frequency is reduced. The voltage wave ratio is given in figure 6.8.
In [21] sin.e;le patch antennas are also analyzed. The antenna configuration in [21], page
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Figure 6.8: Voltage standing wave ratio of the improved antenna

88 is analyzed. The height of the patch to the groundplane is now 3.14 mmo The other
parameters are not changed. The input impedanee is given in figure 6.9. The agreement
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between [21] and the calculations is good. The last antenna that will be analyzed in this
section is described in [11]. The antenna described in this paper has rectangular patches.
The geometry is given in figure 6.10. The patehes have dimensions of 45 x 37 mmo One

z
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~I xv

Xs
0 x

probe ground plane • •
WX

Figure 6.10: Geometry of a rectangular patch antenna

substrate layer is used with a permittivity of 2.5 and a 10ss tangent of 0.003. The thickness
of the layer is 3.18 mmo One patch is located at the material-air interface and the other
patch is situated at a height of 1.59 mmo One basisfunction in the x-direction is used on
the lower and the upper patch. The input impedance of this configuration is given in figure
6.11. The agreement between figures in [Il] and figure 6.11 is good, except for the value of
the lower resonance frequency. The main difference between the theory presented in [11]
and the theory described in the previous chapters is the fact that in [11] conductor losses
are included in the analysis.
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6.4 Design of a wide band microstrip antenna

Some of the previous antennas and many configurations described in literature suffer from
the fact that the parasitic patch is not optimally used. The parameters of a stacked antenna
must be chosen careful in order to increase the bandwidth. In this section an attempt is
made to design an optimal (large bandwidth) antenna. First the material parameters are
chosen, the permittivity of the lower layer is 2.55 and the permittivity of the upper layer
is 1.07. The loss tangent of the two layers is 0.001. The probe attachment is made at
the coordinates (-13 mm, -13 mm). Four basisfunctions are used on each patch, one
even and one odd basisfunction in the x- and the y- direction. The radius of the inner
conductor is 0.635 mmo The antenna is optimized by changing the proportion between the
dimensions of the upper and the lower patch and by changing the distance between the
two patches. The dimensions of the square lower patehes are constant (29.5 mm x 29.5
mm). The thickness of the lower layer and the upper layer are 1.575 mm and 8.6 mm,
respectively. The geometry is given in figure 6.12. The bandwidths of the stacked antennas
are represented by contour lines in figure 6.13. On the horizontal axis, the proportion
Wz2 /Wz1 = W1I2 /W1I1 is presented. The distance between the two patehes z~ - z~ with
respect to the wavelength in free space '\0 is displayed on the vertieal axis. The bandwidth
is denoted by the contour lines. The characteristic impedance of the coaxial probe is 50
Ohm. It is clear from figure 6.13 that there is a limited area where the bandwidth of
the stacked antenna is high. In this area a substantial increase in bandwidth is possible
as compared with the bandwidth properties of a single patch antenna. The maximum
bandwidth of these antennas is 19.5 %. Three antennas are marked in figure 6.13, these
antennas will be used in other calculations. The dimensions of these antennas are given
in table 6.1. The input impedance, VSWR and the Smith chart of antenna 1 are shown
in the figures 6.14 and 6.15. The bandwidth properties can be reduced by the presence
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antenna Wxl x Wyl [mm x mm] Wx2 x Wy2 [mm x mm] z2' - zl' [mm] bandwidth [%]
1 29.5 x 29.5 36.14 x 36.14 5.17 19.5
2 29.5 x 29.5 36.29 x 36.29 5.63 18.8
3 29.5 x 29.5 34.52 x 34.52 7.94 14.5

Table 6.1: Dimensions of three stacked antennas

of tolerances of the used substrate materia1s. Therefore the effect of these tolerances on
a stacked antenna (bandwidth = 18.78 %) is calculated. First a tolerance of 8 % of the
permittivity of the lower layer is examined. The results are displayed in figure 6.16. The
curves denoted by 1,2,3 correspond with a permittivity of 2.35, 2.55 and 2.75, respectively.
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The bandwidths of antennas with different permittivities of the lower layer are presented
in table 6.2. The influence of the toleranee of the upper layer is also examined. The results

{I bandwidth (%)
2.15 4.6
2.35 14.27
2.55 18.78
2.75 16.92
2.95 4.3

Table 6.2: Toleranee of the lower substrate layer

are given in figure 6.17. The bandwidths of stacked antennas with different permittivities
of the upper layer are presented in table 6.3.
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Figure 6.16: Influence of the tolerance of the lower layer

f2 bandwidth (%)
1.07 18.78
1.17 13.15
1.27 5.94

Figure 6.17: Influence of the tolerance of the upper layer

Table 6.3: Tolerance of the upper substrate layer

6.5 Offset of the upper patch

Both centers of the patehes are closely aligned in the previous configurations of stacked
antennas. The influence of an offset of the upper patch is nowexamined. The patch can
be shifted into the x- and the y- directions. This is shown in figure 6.18. Note that it
is possible with this technique to analyze gap coupled patehes [1]. In this situation are
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the heights of the two patches equal. The influence of the offset on the bandwidths of
three stacked antennas will be examined. These antennas are marked in figure 6.13, the
dimensions are given in table 6.1. Without an offset, these antennas have bandwidths of
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Figure 6.19: Influence of an offset on three different stacked antennas

19.5 %, 18.8 %and 14.5 %, respeetively. The bandwidths of these antennas due to an offset
into the positive and negative x-direetions are shown in figure 6.19. In the first instance
the bandwidth is increased by shifting the upper patch. The bandwidth decreases after
reaching a maximum. The coupling between the two patehes is very low when the upper
patch is far away from the lower patch. A single patch antenna remains when the upper
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patch is too far away. This antenna is badly matched to 50 Ohm in this situation. The
largest influence of an offset of the examined configurations is caused for the wide band
antenna. The handwidth of this antenna is increased from 19.5 % to 20.8 %.

6.6 Coupling between Stacked Antennas

In practice, microstrip antennas are often integrated in an array structure. Coupling
between the antenna elements is caused by two mechanisms: the exication of surface and
space waves. The coupling by surface waves can exist because all the antenna elements have
common substrate layers. The other coupling is caused by the excitation of space waves.
These waves are not charaeteristic for a microstrip array, but are also present in other
array environments. The coupling between the antenna elements can reduce the maximum
allowable scan angle and the bandwidth of the antenna structure. Therefore the positions
and the dimensions of the elements must be chosen carefully. A comparison is made of
the coupling between stacked antennas and the coupling between single patch antennas.
The general geometry of two stacked antennas embedded in a two layer substrate is given
in figure 6.20. The distances into the x- and the y- directions between the two stacked
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Figure 6.20: Geometry of two stacked antennas

antennas are denoted by dr and dy. The three antennas in figure 6.13 are chosen in order to
examine the coupling between stacked antennas. The dimension of these antennas are given
by table 6.1. The coupling between single patch antennes can be calculated by removing
the upper parasitic patches of the stacked structure. The analysis of coupling between
stacked antennas is presented in chapter 5. First the scattering parameters Sn, S12 of two
stacked antennas (marked with number 1 in figure 6.13) with a distance dz of 56 mm will
be calculated. The scattering parameters as a funetion of the frequency are given in figure
6.21. The scattering parameters of the same antenna system, when the parasitic patches
are removed, are given in figure 6.22. The influence of changing the distance between two
stacked antennas will he calculated. The coupling of the three stacked antennas (figure
6.13) as funetion of the distance is shown in figure 6.23. The frequencies with the highest
coupling are used in this figure. The first distance is chosen in such a way that the upper
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patehes are just touching. Note that the upper patches of the three antennas are larger
than the corresponding lower patches. The coupling between the single patch antennas is
shown in figure 6.24.
Differences between the coupling parameters of the three stacked antennas are small, except
for small distances between the antennas. The antenna, which has the lowest bandwidth,
appears to have the lowest coupling parameter compared to the other two antennas. The
coupling parameter of the single patch antennas is smaller ( ::::: 10 dB ) than the coupling
parameters of the stacked antennas.
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Radiation Patterns

Stacked antennas have the possihility of increasing the handwidth as compared to the hand
widths of single patch antennas. In addition, the offset hetween the patehes can he used in
order to increase the handwidth. The price that has to he paid is the increase in complexity
of the microstrip structure and the increase of the coupling hetween the antennas. The
last comparison that will he made hetween stacked and single patch antennas is the calcu-
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lation of the differences between the radiaton patterns. The geometry of the single patch
antenna is shown in figure 6.25. First the radiation pattern of a single patch antenna will
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Figure 6.25: Geometry of a single patch antenna
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be caIculated with the use of the ana1ysis of chapter five. The thickness dof the substrate
1ayer is 1.59 mmo The probe attachment is made at the coordinates (-8.75 mm,O mm).
The width and the 1ength of the patch are 20.1 mmo The permittivity and the 10ss tangent
of the substrate material are 2.55 and 0.002, respeetively. The co and the cross po1ariza
tions are given in figure 6.26. Two different ang1es of ti> are taken: ti> = 0° and ti> = 90°.
Four basis funetions on each patch into the x-direction and two basisfunetions into the
y-direetion are used in order to caIculate the radiation pattern. The frequency is 4.6 GHz.
The last quantity that will be examined in this chapter is the radiation pattern of a stacked
antenna. The geometry of this antenna is shown in figure 6.27. The heights of the two
patehes are 1.575 and 8.6 mm, respeetively. The thickness of the 10wer 1ayer is 1.575 mmo
The permittivity and the 10ss tangent of the 10wer 1ayer are 2.55 and 0.001, respeetive1y.
The probe attachment is made at the coordinates (13 mm,O mm). The thickness of the
upper 1ayer is 8.6 mmo The permittivity and the 10ss tangent of the upper 1ayer are 1.07
and 0.001, respeetive1y. The dimensions of the 10wer and the upper patch are 29.5 mm x
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this stacked antenna are given in figure 6.28. Four basis funetions in the x~direetion and
two basis funetions in the y-direetion are used in order to calculate the radiation pattern
of a stacked antenna. The frequency is 3.04 GHz. In these configurations, the level of
the cross polarization of a single patch antenna is lower than the corresponding level of a
stacked antenna.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

Properties of stacked antennas are analyzed with the use of a rigorous spectral domain
moment method. In addition, stacked antennas in a two layer suhstrate are examined.
The theory descrihed in this report can he used to calculate the handwidth, the coupling
and the radiation patterns of stacked antennas. An extraction technique is used to ac
celerate the evaluation of two dimensional integrals. Symmetry of the matrix elements,
which appear in the method of moments formulation, is examined in order to reduce the
computational time.

The numher of degrees of freedom in a two-Iayer stacked microstrip antenna is very large.
The chosen set of parameters in order to design a stacked antenna in literature is not al
ways the optima! set. By analyzing different antennas, it hecame clear that two important
parameters are the distance hetween the two patches and the proportion of the dimensions
of the patches. By choosing these parameters appropriate, a theoretical handwidth of 19.5
% is achieved. An increase in handwidth can he accomplished hy shifting the upper patch
with respect to the position of the lower patch. The maximum handwidth is 20.8 % when
using this technique.

The coupling hetween stacked antennas turned out to he higher than the coupling he
tween single patch antennas, especially when the distance hetween the two antennas is
small compared with the electric wavelength. In addition, cross polarization levels of the
examined stacked antennas are higher than the cross polarization levels of single patch
antennas.

The assumption is made in this report that the coaxial source current has a constant
value as function of the height z. This assumption is only true when the coaxial length
is small compared with the electric wavelength. A next step in the research on stacked
microstrip antennas in a two layer-suhstrate could he made hy the development of a more
realistic model of the source current.

The analysis done in this report can he extended in order to calculate the properties of fi
nite arrays of stacked antennas emhedded in a two-Iayer suhstrate. These arrays of stacked
antennas are a promising area in the present microstrip antennas work, hecause of the rela-
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tive high bandwidth charaeteristics of stacked antennas compared to single patch antennas.

In this report a beginning of the qualitative description of stacked antennas is made. More
research can be done in the relation between bandwidth, coupling and radiation patterns
of stacked antennas and arrays.



Appendix A

Derivative of the function Tm

In order to calculate the integral in the neighbourhood of the singularity of the Tm equation,
the derivative of the funetion Tm must be determined. The funetion Tm is given by:

k2k3 f.lf.2 cos(kldd cos(k2d2) + jkif.l cos(kldd sin(k2d2)

-klk3f.~ sin(kldd sin(k2d2) + jkl k2f.2 sin(k1dd cos(k2d2)

where

kl = kO.../f.1 - {32

k2 = kO.../f.2 - {32

k3 = ko.../I - (32

The derivative of Tm ({3) is:

(A.I)

(A.2)

T:n({3)

(A.3)
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(/32 - (2)(/32 - 1)+ ,8k5 sin(xl) cos(x2)(- j kodl tI t2 ...L......;.._~===----'-
,82 - tI

Ok d 2 (,82 - tt}(,82 -1) .t2,82 - tI .t2\/,82 - t2]
-Jo 2t2 - J - J ----7-===-

,82 - t2 ,82 - t2 J,82 - tI

+ ,8k~ cos(xl) sin(x2)[-2jtl

-jkodlt~v',82-1 - jkod2tlt2v',82 - 1]

where xl = -jkodl v'/32 - tI and x2 = -jkod2v'f32 - t2.

Appendix A

(AA)



Appendix B

Green's functions of a z-directed
dipole

The assumption is made in this report that the souree eurrent on the eoaxial probe has a
constant value. This assumption is only true when the eoaxial length is small eompared
with the e1ectrie wavelength. When this condition is not forfilled a more realistic model of
the souree eurrent must be made. Then the eoaxial eurrent ean be thought as a superposi
tion of various basis functions. Analysis applied to this improved souree model is done in
[13]. The Green's functions of a z-directed dipole in region 1 must be determined in order
to develop the souree eurrent in basisfunctions along the probe axis. The Green's functions
of a two layer strueture are derived in this appendix. The vector potentials Ax and Ay ean
be made zero. Only the vector potential A% is neeessary to ealculate the Green 's funetions.
The Green's funetions are a superposition of a homogeneous and a partieular solution:

G~z cleik1 %+ c2e-iklZ - feikzx'eikyy' sin(kl(z - z')) z' ~ z ~ hl

cleik1 %+ c2 e - ik1 % o~ z ~ z'
(B.1)

G~% d l eik2%+ d2e-ik2Z hl ~ z ~ h2

G;z = ele-ik3Z z ~ h2

The boundary conditions are given by:

8 GI - 3.8 G2 h% zz - <':2 z zz Z = I

GI - G2
zZ - zz (B.2)

The combination of equations B.1 and B.2 results in:
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Region 1

Region 2

with:

The coefficients are given by:

o~ z ~ z' ]

z' ~ z ~ ht

Appendix B

(B.3)

(BA)

(B.5)

Tm k2k3f.t f.2 cos(kt dt} cos( k2d2) + j k~f.t cos(ktdt} sin( k2d2)

-kj k3f.~ sin( kj dt} sin(k2d2) + j kt k2f.2 sin(kt dt ) cos(k2d2)

Ne7 = ktk3f.~ sin(k2d2) cos(kt(dt - z') - jkt k2f.2 cos(k2d2) cos(kt(dt - z'n (B.6)

+k2k3 f.tf.2 cos(k2d2) sin(kt(dt - z')) + jk~f.t sin(k2d2) sin(kt(dt - z'))
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